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Miss Buckley & Ms Kent- February 2018

What does reading involve?
Phonics
 Whole word recognition
 Understanding
 Prediction
 Features of a text
 Speaking and listening
 Re-reading!
 Fun and creativity
These all need to happen for a reader to develop.


Finger matching to words
We tend to allow children to stop doing this when they are
becoming a good reader…….keep encouraging up until green
band. It helps aid these things:


1-1 correspondence with words to what a child has
said…….inaccuracy can sometimes change the whole
meaning of a sentence.



Check that a child is reading what is on the page and not
adding in their own words.



Acts as a way to improve fluency.

Common errors or problems?
Errors:


Sometimes we jump in too quickly, this is human nature. When your child is
reading, keep your eyes down at the text and follow exactly what they ARE
reading. Maybe jot down any errors. Allow them to read the whole text. Then
re-visit errors.

Meg looked at the rabbits.
Meg looking at the rabbits.
“Mum!” said Meg.
“Mum!” said Meg.
“Come and look at the rabbits.
“Come and look at the rabbits ears.
Dad likes rabbits.
Dad loves rabbits.

He will like this blue rabbit.”
He will like this blue rabbit.”

Word understanding:
Errors:


Ensuring your child can understand what they
are reading. Have a little figure (maybe Lego).
As they read see if your child can move the
piece when they come across a word they do not
know. This can be modelled when you read a
story.

E.g.
It had flooded across the valley.

How do we give praise/feedback to the child?


Tell me….



I noticed…



I wonder if you might…



Avoid



I….



You should…



You must…



It says……

Re-reading texts
Re-reading a text helps embed these skills
 Increases fluency
 Helps improve their understanding of a text- takes
away de-coding as they are familiar.
 To ensure accuracy when answering a question.
 E.g
“The wind howled through the broken windows and
frightened the little boy.”
What word has the author used to describe the wind?
Why?


Comprehension


Good comprehenders read in different ways to weak comprehenders

Weak comprehenders


• Focus on individual words/sentences



• Attach more importance to decoding



• Have a passive style of reading



• Have lower expectations of making sense and fewer comprehension monitoring strategies



• Read fewer books and are less sensitive to story structure



• Use less background knowledge, integration and inference



• Have a less efficient working memory

Good comprehenders


• Have comprehension as the goal of reading



• Identify key words/phrases and ideas



• Activate background knowledge and visualise when appropriate



• Integrate information/ideas and generate inferences to develop the gist



• Makes predictions and ask their own questions



• Monitor meaning, notice break-down and use repair strategies

What does it look like to be a good
comprehender?

Questioning

Questioning

Questioning


Sometimes when we ask questions about the text we ask
quite simple straight forward ones…….however we can
challenge the children’s thinking by asking questions
with inference.



E.g.



Why did Meg show Mum the blue rabbit?



(She thought her dad liked rabbits)



Why did Meg want to buy the red bear?



(She liked it/She wanted to buy this one for herself)

Reading for pleasure


Supporting at Home. Children are given a school reading book on a weekly
basis. This is intended purely as a guide. It should not be their only form of
reading in the week. It is important that children experience a wide range
of reading materials including those of interest to them. They should be
able to read 95% of the book independently without errors. You can
develop your child’s reading skills by asking them simple comprehension
questions.



The best reading environment is one where there is an expectation of
pleasure in reading, where there is excitement in talking about books and
enjoyment in being read to.

Allow time to just read…….if your child likes a specific author maybe use
Waterstones staff/libraries/Internet to help branch and broaden their
reading experiences. “If you like this author you will like….”


Remember to model…..children learn best by seeing you do!



https://www.clpe.org.uk/clpe/library/booklists

Thank you for coming!
Any

questions?

